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[–] unearthedarcana_bot [M] [score hidden] 12 days ago* - stickied comment

Tiagobgos has made the following comment(s) regarding their post:
Presenting The Oath of the Working Class, a Paladi...
With all the feedback from the community I made so...
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] EthanielMjolnir 150 points 12 days ago

Good theme, was fun to read! Just some oversights/ideas I want to draw attention to:
1. Check Heat Metal, Warding Bond, Fabricate and Animate Objects, might fit very
well the theme
2. Level 15 feature sounds a bit too good as it is, and lacks level indication. Might
want to give it special attention on playtests!
3. Level 20 feature gives allies immunity to fear, which is already a paladin aura (of
Courage, at 10). Might want to change it to paralyzed or petrified! Also, it can
target a weaker foe and affect a stronger one, which is kind of busted (most AoE
without rolls are somewhat bad in 5e)
Cheers comrade.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 42 points 12 days ago

Thanks for reading, commenting and especially for the tips.
1 - Thank you really, I was slightly dissatisfied with the list I made, tomorrow I'll
look at the ones you mentioned as they really seem to fit the theme well.
2 - I didn't understand your note on this item.
3 - I ended up putting the pics of the uncorrected version of level 20. But the pdf
link is the final version:
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A subreddit for D&D 5e homebrew. Fun and smart
additions to the game, the friendly Discord of Many
Things, and thousands of past submissions to search.
r/UnearthedArcana aims to be a catalogue of homebrew
rules for the fifth edition of Dungeons & Dragons (D&D
5e), including weapons, monsters, races, subclasses &
classes, adventures, etc.
We want this to be the place where a DM can go just
before playing and find something that will be useful.

Rules
1. Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of
other users. Be constructive in how you give and
take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use
harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world
hate/violence, or other inappropriate themes will
be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation
team. Repeat or extreme offenders will be
banned.
2. Post Only Complete/Usable 5e-Compatible
Content. It need not be perfect or balanced but
it must be complete enough to be used as-is.
Imagery alone is not content outside of a
resource (one of our flair types).
For help with not-yet-complete content, use The
Arcana Forge post at the top of the subreddit or
the official Discord. Certain content can be
posted with only the earlier stages completed as
long as it's usable (i.e., at least levels 1-5 for
classes, levels 1-13 for subclasses).
3. Use Clear and Searchable Titles. Users need
to be able to easily browse and search for
content. Give your post a title that clearly
communicates what's inside it. Include the name
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When you hit a creature with an attack roll and deal damage to it, you can also
force it and any other creature you can see within 40 feet of it, at your choice, to
make a Charisma saving throw against your spell save DC. On a failed save, the
creature drop whatever it is holding and become frightened for 1 minute.

of the content (e.g. the name of the subclass
you’re submitting).

In fact, all creatures the Paladin wants to affect must throw the saving throw.
Maybe it's still too strong, what's your opinion?

Don't advertise other content (Kickstarters,
Patreon, etc.) in your title.

permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Sir_Encerwal 36 points 12 days ago

I am not the prior commentor, but I believe they meant that the "Strength in
Numbers" feature didn't have the "At 15th level..." type text.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] EthanielMjolnir 8 points 12 days ago

Exactly.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] EthanielMjolnir 15 points 12 days ago

2 - This feature can mean a +3 to hit and +5 AC almost permanently, so
playtesting it carefully is very important.
3 - And about the capstone, yes, it's very strong, but a lot of monsters are
immune to Fear, a lot of others have really high Charisma saves, and it is a
level 20 capstone with a 5th level slot recharge, and still not the strongest
compared to some paladins (namely Conquest and Redemption), so I think it's
good there.
If anything, you could have the draw be the 15th level feature!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 12 days ago

About the 2, maybe the text was not very clear, but the bonus would be
based on the charisma of the creature that used the reaction, not the
paladin, so the AC bonus would only be large when coming from
characters with high charisma value. Still I think it's something that can be
explored a lot so I thought about changing the bonus to half the Charisma
modifier.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] tehconqueror 6 points 12 days ago
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/

Don’t use distracting formatting (all-caps, ascii
art, custom “tags”, etc.), and avoid overly long or
redundant titles.

See r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/titles for details on
what makes a title bad or good.
4. Apply the Appropriate Flair to Your
Submission. When you submit a post, apply a
flair to it to categorize what type of homebrew
you’ve made. See our wiki page for details on
what each flair type covers, how to choose a
flair, and why we have this rule.
5. Cite All Content and Art. Any content (text,
images, etc.) used must be cited. Look at
r/UnearthedArcana/wiki/art to learn why and
how. The citation must appear in any image in
your post and any link/document. It must include
the original creator’s name or the name of the
copyright holder (e.g., SEGA for Sonic). Citing
only the host, such as Pinterest, isn’t sufficient.
Even content under public domain or that you
made yourself must be cited, since the
moderators can't otherwise know the source in
advance.
6. Keep It Free and Easily Accessible. Content
you post or comment must be free and easy to
access. If you link to an external website to
share your brew, it can’t be hidden behind a
cumbersome interface or series of pages. Paywhat-you-want is allowed as long as '0' is an
option. If your link requires logging in and/or
navigating a store, you must provide a preview
that meets all subreddit rules (including being
complete and ready-to-use).
Suspicious or shortened links (don't use link
shorteners) will be removed.
7. Don’t Flood the Subreddit With Brews. Don’t
Flood the Subreddit With Brews. To help keep
the subreddit fresh and organized, please note
that after you make a post: [1] you must wait 24
hours before you do so again, [2] you must wait
4 days before making a post that uses the same
flair as that post, and [3] if you want to post an
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Cha is a main stat for many classes (warlock, sorcerer, paladin, bard)
but it costing a reaction does make it not like an always thing.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Primelibrarian 1 point 12 days ago

Its cool but relies on the person using its reaction and mant classes
already have good uses of that action, Further more therese is a feat
that gives u pfofiency modifier to AC if u wield a light weapon. so this
is not too strong a feature for lvl 15
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] dbreidsbmw 2 points 11 days ago

Piggybacking on this reply as no one has touched on it. Play test your 7th level
aura as is and as the paladin of devotion's which is +charisma mod to saving
throws.
See what works what's balanced, etc. If your reducing the other levels of this
subclass. Consider changing the 7th level to mirror a paladin of devotion's. As
this paladin is devoted to the people (thematically) but I can also see why you
(might have) reduced this from + charisma mod. It might be too powerful that
way. Only data could tell, but a hunch helps.
This looks like a LOT OF FUN!!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ArthDasLad 149 points 12 days ago

Please add “you acquire a big and powerful moustache when using this power” to the
lvl 20 skill
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

updated version, you must wait 7 days before
doing so.
8. Post Maps Only If They Have Runnable
Content. We aren’t a subreddit for posting
maps. Look at other subreddits, such as
r/battlemaps and the like, if you want to simply
post a map. However, maps are permitted when
they are accompanied by enough detail to easily
be used to run a short adventure or are
accompanied by enough narrative detail.

Resources
Brewer's Supplies — Resources you
can use to create or style homebrew
Discord — The official
UnearthedArcana Discord. For quick
questions and chatting about
homebrew and D&D stuff.
Curated List — An extensive and evergrowing list of homebrew curated by
the team.
Monthly Top 10 — A list of popular
brews updated automatically each
month
FAQ — Questions that pop up a lot and
our responses

[S] 46 points 12 days ago

Great, I love it!

Related Subreddits

permalink embed save parent report give award reply

created by Cirrus5

[–] kalieb 11 points 12 days ago

MODERATORS

a community for 6 years

What if you already have a great big mustache?
MESSAGE THE MODS

permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] tehconqueror 23 points 12 days ago

your mustache gets a mustache
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Acidpants220 11 points 12 days ago

IMO if you already have a great and powerful mustache, you should get
advantage on mustache going forward.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] EmeraldKing7 3 points 12 days ago

mtagmann
KajaGrae
Dng52 Reviewer
unearthedarcana_bot
AutoModerator
BedrocksTheLimit
Numbers1999
about moderation team »

No, that's not how any of this works. You get expertise in moustache.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Organic_Potential_29 1 point 11 days ago

Stache stat from the mario rpgs?
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] CaptainMoonman 37 points 12 days ago

It's ancient by this point, but the Oath of the Common Man is pretty much the same
idea as as yours if you feel like checking it out here.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] lavurso 6 points 12 days ago

I knew this seemed familiar!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] otherwise_sdm 13 points 12 days ago

a clever way to lean into the paladin’s support capabilities and very dear to my heart
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Quantum_Aurora 8 points 12 days ago

Wait can I make a Ranger's favored enemy be the rich?
Oh wait Robin Hood.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Reddit-Book-Bot 3 points 12 days ago

Beep. Boop. I'm a robot. Here's a copy of

Robin Hood
Was I a good bot? | info | More Books
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Magmaul 20 points 12 days ago
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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The channel divinity Incite the Mob feature could give temporary hitpoints, so that it
might be used at the beginning of combat, where everyone is probably on max HP
regardless and it would allow greater mobility right from the start of combat.
I also feel the flavour would lend itself better to this version, as inciting something is
usually done at the beginning or even before it.
Otherwise, I really like this Paladin Oath, good job.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 10 points 12 days ago

Great, I'll definitely do it about hit points. Thank you for the feedback.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] AutumnInNewLondon 17 points 12 days ago

My only note is to change the name to the Oath of the Vanguard, which was a
theoretical class-conscious political party that would incite more class consciousness in
the working class.
(Plus I think it sounds cooler)
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] MeepmoopTheBeepboop 11 points 12 days ago

Oath of the Proletariat*
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] DefensiveMolotov 5 points 12 days ago

Personally, I like Oath of the Laborer
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 30 points 12 days ago*

Presenting The Oath of the Working Class, a Paladin subclass of a campaign setting
i'm creating. The setting is based on a fantastical and anachronistic version of Europe
from the late 1900's to the beginning of 1905 (influenced by the end of the Victorian era
and the pre-1905 Russian revolution political setting).
I have 2 players of mine testing it, and so far it seems to be well balanced. But I await
any feedback on the subclass balancing.
PDF link is here
Oath of the Working Class
permalink embed save report give award reply
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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[–] -valmeren- 3 points 12 days ago

The setting really seams interresting and fun!
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] jio87 6 points 12 days ago

u/siberuhs already mentioned it, but Aura of Revolution is way too strong. When
calculating the strength of a PC's save modifier, advantage essentially adds a +5 to the
modifier. Paladins already give their CHR modifier to creatures within their aura; this
ability basically doubles that bonus. A group of smart players will abuse this to no end
and will fail virtually no saving throws of those kinds.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] YellowMatteCustard 6 points 12 days ago

This is right up my alley. Gonna keep an eye on this, I've got a Strahd campaign
coming up in a few months I might use it for. Uniting the Vistani peasantry against the
bourgeois Count Strahd could be a veerrrryyy interesting character angle!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Content-Wonder-543 38 points 12 days ago

This mans really made a Marxist-themed Paladin class. Beautiful.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] k3ttch 3 points 12 days ago

Soviet Anthem intensifies
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 3 points 12 days ago

With all the feedback from the community I made some changes and fixes to the
subclass.
1 - I changed some oath spells: I removed zone of truth, stoneskin and circle of power.
And I put heat metal, fabricate and animate objects instead.
2 - On Incite the Mob I changed the hit point bonus to temporary hit points.
3 - Aura of Revolution now gives advantage only in Charisma saving throws.
4 - In Strength in Numbers I only changed the distance of the ally gives you bonus AC
from 15 to 10 feet. My idea in this abiliity is to create a give and take relationship
between the paladin and his allies. And although it may seem a little strong, I think it
becomes a little circumstantial since the ally must be within 10 feet of the paladin,
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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spend your reaction and for the AC bonus to be very high its charisma must be high
too. Oh, and I put the level indicator that I had forgotten.
5 - The 20th level abiliity I changed the immunity of being frightened to be paralyzed,
and and now it's clear that all enemies must save throw on the final abiliity.
Here the fixed PDF Oath of the Working Class 1.2
I really appreciate everyone's help and feedback.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Primelibrarian 5 points 12 days ago

1. Is pretty useless as cha saves are rare. I would rather see advantage on
stun, paralyze, knockdown etc (the revolution cant be stopped etc)
I think strength in numbers should work like:
"Pack Tactics. The wolf has advantage on an attack roll against a creature if at
least one of the wolf's allies is within 5 ft. of the creature and the ally isn't
incapacitated."
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Mari_Tsukino 3 points 12 days ago

this is awesome :)
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] HybridVigor 9 points 12 days ago

Nice. Maybe you should cross-post to /r/LateStageCapitalism.
I might have tried to shoehorn in an "Under No Pretext" skill somehow. Maybe almost
entirely flavor, like being impossible to disarm. Or "Tankie" to give temporary hit points
or something.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] UrbaneBlobfish 4 points 12 days ago

Under No Pretext would have been amazing lol
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Opposite-Excitement7 13 points 12 days ago

Banishing Smite, but it sends your enemies to a gulag in Siberia.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] BubblesFortuna 7 points 12 days ago

This is my in real life Paladin Oath.
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] --Claire-- 4 points 12 days ago

r/antiwork
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] FreedomXIII 7 points 12 days ago

I really like this subclass. The flavour is great, as are many of the abilities. Just a few
notes;
1. For the Oath Spells, maybe replace Motivational Speech. I know a lot of DMs
who don't like to allow AI material. At the very least adding a designer's note
offering an alterative maybe a good call. A lot of other comments have
mentioned other spells that fit the flavour so it shouldn't be too hard.
2. CD: Incite the Mob. I was a little confused that this ability gave regular ol' hit
points instead of temp. I agree with Magmaul that making them temporary hit
points would be more optimal mechanically and flavour wise.
3. Strength in Numbers. This feels like the most out-of-place feature of the
subclass. First off, you're missing the "At x level..." at the beginning but that's an
easy fix. This feature also has a lot in it. Personally, I'd stick with the attack
bonus feature and leave it at that or improve on it. Other creatures giving you AC
bonuses from your class feature as a Paladin, who are often AC tanks, seems
really weird mechanically and doesn't vibe with the flavour as much as the attack
bonus does I think. Maybe also specify that you don't get the additional attack
bonus from friendly creatures that are petrified, stunned, unconscious or
paralyzed so that way there's some counter other than repositioning.
4. Already mentioned by EthanielMjolnir but Aura of Courage (10th level feature,
base Paladin) already grant immunity to fear. Definitely should look into another
condition to replace that.
Best wishes, Comrade.
Edit: missing an 's'
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] coredweller1785 3 points 12 days ago

Love this so much. Worker power!
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] mlgQU4N7UM 2 points 12 days ago
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I'm a bit confused, is this just a union leader or is it a real revolutionary? Do they wish
to improve conditions under capitalism or do they really bring about the abolition of the
present state of things?
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 6 points 12 days ago

it depends on you and how you prefer to build your character. Take the subclass as
a basis for your own structure.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Brites_Krieg 2 points 12 days ago

This would fit very well as a character in the Azamon dungeon published by Croshead
Studio
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 1 point 12 days ago

Oh, I really loved it
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] k3ttch 2 points 12 days ago

I prefer Oath of the Proletariat
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] CameronD46 2 points 11 days ago

Excellent work on this beautiful subclass comrade.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] GreyFireV 2 points 11 days ago

Based
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] PerplexingPantheon 2 points 10 days ago

Great work! This guy would really butt heads with the oath of avarice paladin I'm
working on
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 10 days ago

Let's put them to fight 😁😂
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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[–] siberuhs 4 points 12 days ago*

This is SO awesome, I will give my all on the feedback to truly balance it, maybe even
use it one day.
1. Aura of Revolution is just too absurdly strong. There are good auras around, but
this is just insane. It's the same power as the Channel Divinity from Watchers,
which is a very limited ability in itself. Besides, the class aura already buffs every
single save; the stacking effect makes it monstruous. I would recommend a total
rework. Maybe a bonus to initiative, or advantage on being grapple/restrained?
2. Strength in numbers does not have the Level in which it becomes online. Also,
the second part of the ability is a little too convoluted; it has a different range
from the first part, it uses the other creature's reaction, which is unorthodox, and
its charisma bonus, also unintuitive. I would recommend using your own reaction
to give the bonus you are receiving from the first part to someone else (they buff
your attack rolls, you use your reaction to buff their defense! cue USSR anthem).
3. The milestone ability can make a single creature failing a save fuck up every
enemy in a 40ft radius, which is also not a good way to implement a mechanic.
You could make it every single target you hit and it would be ok, not powerful,
but not every ability has to be insanely good, right?
Seriously a fan of the theme and how it was done. Vamo que vamo caraio
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 3 points 12 days ago

I'll fix some things with all feedback I get here. The milestone it's wrong in the pic, I
fixed it but when I posted I choose the old pic, in the pdf is the fixed one.
Thanks bro. É nois...
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] dexbasedpaladin 5 points 12 days ago*

Man! r/antiwork is everywhere these days!
EDIT: ...and I think that is a GOOD thing.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 8 points 12 days ago

Man, I don't know about you, but I work all day, even since I was 14, in addition to
my studies and community work that I do on the weekends.
Believe it or not this is not a communist manifesto, just a fantasy world adaptation
of something that, guess what, actually happened.
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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Maybe you don't agree with people who fight for their rights, but there are a lot of
people who have been through various difficult situations at work. And for these
people, as well as others, this should be a theme that suits them. After all, you
don't have to be a communist or a bum to fight for your rights.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] dexbasedpaladin 2 points 12 days ago

I DO agree with people who fight for their rights.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ABaadPun 1 point 10 days ago

How do you realistically reconcile a medieval fantasy setting being exploited in
the same way as in an industrial society when even the lowest of serfs still
owns the product of their labor where as some of the most highly paid
professionals are utterly divorced and separated from the product of their
labor?
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 1 point 10 days ago

See I said A Fantasy World, not a Medieval Fantasy world. This subclass
was not necessarily made for use in Forgotten Realms for example,
although it can still be done.
You will find people being exploited and forced into inhumane work
throughout all our history, this is not something that has emerged in
modern times. You can change the flavor however you like, perhaps your
paladin will fight feudal lords who exploit the farmers of a region by taking
most of their crops as a very arbitrary "mandatory tribute".
Or perhaps a king who, on the verge of invading a rival kingdom, decided
to put several of its inhabitants to manufacture weapons, making them
work from sunrise to sunset and paying them 1 piece of copper a day. It all
depends on your inspiration and imagination.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jervis_TheOddOne 8 points 12 days ago

8/10, needs Destroy Food and Water as a spell
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] chimisforbreakfast 10 points 12 days ago
https://old.reddit.com/r/UnearthedArcana/comments/r1e9vz/oath_of_the_working_class_paladin_protect_the/
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That would suit Oath of Capitalism. "Selfish profits above all else, even when there
is plenty."
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jervis_TheOddOne -4 points 12 days ago

That doesn’t even fit the meme though. It would be create food and water but
adds GP as a consumed material component. That’s literally the “no free
lunch” slogan in spell form. If you’re going to make political memes at least
play to the stereotype.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Misanthrope42069 5 points 12 days ago

I mean food is literally destroyed under capitalism to keep the prices high.
I’m not denying that there were famines due to mismanagement in
communist regimes, but saying capitalism is ideal is entirely wrong.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] ondralukas1010 1 point 12 days ago

Ah yes
Holodomor was a mismanagement mokent
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Misanthrope42069 2 points 11 days ago

I was about to reply and contradict you, but you are correct. If one
considers the famines in India under British rule to be genocidal,
which I do, then you can say the same for the holodomor. I
shouldn’t be defending regimes that are just as authoritarian as
the capitalist societies I am criticising, although often criticisms of
communism are used in place of defences of capitalism.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[+] Hunt3rRush comment score below threshold (0 children)
[–] OhioSteve1996 2 points 12 days ago

Absolutely love it. Very well-balanced. I would maybe give it some shielding ability of
some sort ("to protect comrades from the wrath of the ruling class" or something)
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] trseeker 0 points 12 days ago

Anti-paladin.
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permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] 2builders2forts 1 point 12 days ago

Oath of conquest.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but make
sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to a
better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling
feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme
offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew, blindly
critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew, or stray far
off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the
homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the
homebrew and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us
through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be received or
replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
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[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 1 point 12 days ago

Perhaps you are taking real themes adapted to fictional fantasy worlds very
seriously. From that point of view, maybe dnd is not for you, after all I believe you
would never support all the imperialist cruelty that covered much of medieval
europe on which our beloved roleplaying game is based.
Or maybe you just ignore it and just criticize what you don't like. Who will know,
right?
Anyway, don't take it to heart, it's just a game.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Jesuahcf 1 point 11 days ago

Thanks for the advice, but I plan on continuing to enjoy D&D for a long time.
Perhaps we just have fundamentally different understandings of the real world
themes you're trying to idealize in your Paladin subclass. I thought my feature
suggestions were more in line based on the real history of the theme you're
trying to import, sorry if you do not like them.
Aside from taking architectural, technological, and maybe some societal cues
from medieval Europe I don't think it runs that deep. I've never seen anything
published from WotC that would openly glorify the injustice, murdering, bigotry,
sexual violence, or other atrocities of that time period. If they ever did you're
right to assume I probably would not be super into it.
Have you considered maybe making an assassin-esque build for rogues
based on the Stasi or Gestapo? Maybe you could take a... stab at it. :)
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 3 points 11 days ago

And have you ever seen me glorify any of these atrocities in this
homebrew? I took a cultural aspect, which was the revolts against social
inequalities. Or do you want to deny that in 1905 (the time that influenced
me here) the Russian empire oppressed its poor population.
This isn't about communism, which, if you know as much about real
history as you claim, at that time was just a philosophical Marxist idea that
was still slowly taking shape. No, this is about creating an underclass
about revolt and revolution against oppressors and monarchies.
Which by the way is a common theme both in dnd and in pop culture as a
whole, the only difference is that I took a specific period to base it on.
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Which doesn't even limit those who use this homebrew to do it from a
heroic and glorified point of view, this Paladin can be both a champion of
the people who put the interest of others above his own life, as he can be
a fanatic who passes by. even above his companions if they do not act in
accordance with what he believes.
But you probably didn't even bother to think about it, to see that from the
point of view of the one who takes an oath he's always going to be the
hero. You'd rather be the type who closes his mind just to see the color
red in front of you.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jesuahcf 0 points 11 days ago

Sorry I was just confused because you used a Soviet propaganda
poster from 1966 to represent the 1905 movement. I didn't realize you
were only idealizing the early stages of philosophical Marxism before
it evolved (or devolved) into multiple totalitarian regimes responsible
for the deaths of their own citizens in the tens of millions. My bad. I
hope you can soon do a homebrew that fondly recalls the early stages
of the National Socialist German Workers' Party pre-1941; before they
ruthlessly slaughtered and executed millions of Jewish people and
POWs. Maybe an arcanist that specializes in bombs and poison
clouds or something?
Keep up the good work! Don't take it too seriously it's just a game. 👍
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 11 days ago

Unfortunately I will be busy making homebrews about all the
imperialist and slave regimes that became rich capitalist countries
on the blood and sweat of cheap labor. I even advise you to look
a little bit at the past of capitalist countries like the USA, England
or Portugal and then tell me if you won't be able to use the phrase
"death of their own citizens in the tens of millions."
Millions of people have died under the capitalism as well as the
socialist regime, but apparently your focus is only on one side.
And about the image, I only used it because it's cool and
manages to exemplify a revolutionary fighter in a quick
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association mode. I understand your indignation, but I don't think
you should waste too much time here, lately I've seen many
homebrews here with images referring to Kings, knights and
English monarchs. And seeing how great your historical
awareness is, I believe this must bother you a lot, after all you
know all the barbarity that these figures represent, right?
So quick, I know they're not the big kid-eating communists but a
few centuries of slavery and forced labor must mean something to
you.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Jesuahcf 1 point 11 days ago

Well you're probably not gonna be busy earning any capital,
just like Marx.
Show me a king that murdered his own people in even the
thousands, let alone millions, turned into a fun homebrew
class and yeah I'll probably take umbrage with that too.
You're historically savvy enough to know what image you
chose, maybe you shouldn't get so upset when someone
correctly associates it with murderous regimes.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 11 days ago*

Since you asked, let's see: King Leopold murdered over
15 million in Africa when he was under him. Philip II might
be an example, and what do you think the British Empire
did to the Native Americans when they colonized the
place? Perhaps the Vietnam War also reminds you of
something about capitalist leaders causing genocides.
My point is, I am well aware of all the barbarities carried
out during the Soviet regime, the difference between us is
that I also know that capitalist governments are just as
rotten.
And just to clarify, I believe you realize that my homebrew
is about the working class right? About the one who
revolts. Not about politicians, not about government
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leaders. Or do you think the workers who revolted during
the Russian revolutions were wrong not to be content
with what they were getting into their lives?
You seem to care so much about human lives but put the
struggle of certain classes on the back burner because of
the regimes that emerged from the power vacuum
created by their revolts.
Anyway, I believe my words won't do you any good,
because apparently you already have a very Manichean
position on what is good and what is bad. So I prefer to
end this discussion here, if you want to answer, feel free
but I will limit myself to not reading.
I hope you have a good day, and that you never have to
go through the hardships that people you seem to ignore
went through.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but make
sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to a
better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling
feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme
offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew, blindly
critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew, or stray far
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off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the
homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the
homebrew and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us
through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be received or
replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but make sure
to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling feedback,
and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme offenders
will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew, blindly
critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew, or stray far off
topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the
homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the homebrew
and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us through
mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
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[–] UsernamesSuck96 1 point 12 days ago

Mods are working hard to delete any comment that doesn't agree with the actual
subclass lmao
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Hunt3rRush -19 points 12 days ago

Thank you for posting this! This Thanksgiving holiday, I really want to thank the posters
for their hard work and free will contributions. That being said, the mechanics are solid
and well made, but I disagree with the flavor. Communism is not heroic.
If you're wanting it to be heroic, Strength in Numbers should benefit everyone, rather
than just the "leader of the revolution". So letting anyone in the aura help anyone within
10 ft of them as a reaction is a good fix, and giving half cover might be a more
universally useful boon that helps AC and Dex saves. Also, it's interesting that the
capstone prevents deafness, but not blindness. If those issues were meant to be
subversive condemnations of Communism, then well done. Elsewise, you should
probably figure out a fix for them.
Also, an Oath of Consecration (Self-Sacrificing Charity) would be an interesting foil to
this subclass. Imagine if the collective nature of Communism or Socialism prioritized
free will to participate or not as well as the freedom to leave, and you're close to
understanding The Law of Consecration. The Screwtape Letters has some interesting
talks about charity that would be inspirational for such a work. The Enoch Letters
would also be helpful. Charity isn't a net good for society if it's forced.
Have a good day, and good luck with your future homebrews, friend. I really am sorry
to be harsh in the conviction of my stance. I'd love to discuss it more if you want, and
I'm sorry if I've cast a shadow on your day. Thank you again for having the courage to
post a truly unique post. The contributions of people like you are what give this
subreddit life.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 13 points 12 days ago

I understand your stance on flavor, but my goal was not to glorify communism or
say it's heroic, this is why I don't make any direct mention of it. My intention here is
to base myself on a snippet of the uprisings of the working forces during the
Russian revolution of 1905. Forgive me but to sum it up to "communism is bad"
leaves many other things aside, including the view of workers who struggled and
revolted.
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I think my final stance on the subject is that it is not a question of whether
philosophically or historically this was a valid move or not. From my point of view,
we are just taking a cultural cut and applying it with a fantasy and entertainment
aspect. For example, a lot of people like vikings, whether as a theme for rpg or
when consuming content, that's not why those who like it are trying to turn rape
and loot into something "heroic".
As for Power in numbers, my goal was to create a kind of give and take. While
companions receive aura and channel divinity bonuses, the Paladin receives that
help and encouragement in return. My goal is precisely to give the vision that the
leader of the revolution is not a superior entity that just hovers over others pushing
them forward, but also someone who needs help and support as well.
And no need to apologize, the most important thing in communities like this,
besides sharing material, is sharing ideas.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] SavageJeph 9 points 12 days ago

Solid homebrew, good flavor and theme.
Some people have to make it political, your example about Vikings is on point.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Hunt3rRush 3 points 12 days ago

Thank you for such a levelheaded response. I appreciate you immensely.
Thank you for showing me that good people live on the internet.
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of
the subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist
you, but make sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
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Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users.
Be constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only
lead to a better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or
extreme offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew,
blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the
homebrew, or stray far off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments
are focused on aspects of the homebrewer or commenter rather than
on the discussion at hand: the homebrew and the feedback to the
homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by
contacting us through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators
may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] zombieinferno 2 points 12 days ago

Who said i supported communism? I am not, nor i ever supported
it. But i do support interesting homebrews for ROLEPLAY
purposes.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 2 points 12 days ago
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Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not
meeting one of the subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together
information here to assist you, but make sure to read the
sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of
other users. Be constructive in how you give and
take feedback. This can only lead to a better
community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give
rude, belittling feedback, and don't use harmful
words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world
hate/violence, or other inappropriate themes will be
removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team.
Repeat or extreme offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down
the homebrew, blindly critique without offering sufficient
advice to improve the homebrew, or stray far off topic in a
negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on aspects
of the homebrewer or commenter rather than on the
discussion at hand: the homebrew and the feedback to
the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us
by contacting us through mod mail. Messages to
individual moderators may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save parent give award
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting
one of the subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here
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to assist you, but make sure to read the sidebar and understand
the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other
users. Be constructive in how you give and take feedback.
This can only lead to a better community, and ultimately,
better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling feedback, and don't
use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or
other inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or
extreme offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the
homebrew, blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to
improve the homebrew, or stray far off topic in a negative way.
Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the homebrewer or
commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the homebrew
and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by
contacting us through mod mail. Messages to individual
moderators may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but
make sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to
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a better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude,
belittling feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme
offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew,
blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew,
or stray far off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on
aspects of the homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at
hand: the homebrew and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us
through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be
received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save parent give award
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] SavageJeph 13 points 12 days ago

Show me on the Monarchy where the Socialism and Communism was?
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[+] Hunt3rRush comment score below threshold (3 children)
[–] zombieinferno 7 points 12 days ago

this made me giggle.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] zombieinferno 3 points 12 days ago

I am undone.
I had written seven words. This response seems to be true.
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ps. now twenty-two words.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting
one of the subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here
to assist you, but make sure to read the sidebar and understand
the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other
users. Be constructive in how you give and take feedback.
This can only lead to a better community, and ultimately,
better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling feedback, and don't
use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or
other inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or
extreme offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the
homebrew, blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to
improve the homebrew, or stray far off topic in a negative way.
Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the homebrewer or
commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the homebrew
and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by
contacting us through mod mail. Messages to individual
moderators may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save parent give award
[–] [deleted] 12 days ago

[removed]
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago
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Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of
the subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist
you, but make sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users.
Be constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only
lead to a better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t
give rude, belittling feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or
extreme offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew,
blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the
homebrew, or stray far off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments
are focused on aspects of the homebrewer or commenter rather than
on the discussion at hand: the homebrew and the feedback to the
homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by
contacting us through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators
may not be received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but
make sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to
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a better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude,
belittling feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme
offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew,
blindly critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew,
or stray far off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on
aspects of the homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at
hand: the homebrew and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us
through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be
received or replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] BedrocksTheLimit [M] 1 point 12 days ago

Sorry, but we had to remove your comment due to not meeting one of the
subreddit’s rules. We’ve put together information here to assist you, but make
sure to read the sidebar and understand the rules!
Notably, your comment broke the following rule(s):
Rule 1: Be Constructive and Civil. Be respectful of other users. Be
constructive in how you give and take feedback. This can only lead to a
better community, and ultimately, better brews. Don’t give rude, belittling
feedback, and don't use harmful words.
Posts/comments that promote rape, real-world hate/violence, or other
inappropriate themes will be removed.
Please report any violations to the moderation team. Repeat or extreme
offenders will be banned.
For further clarity: unconstructive comments tear down the homebrew, blindly
critique without offering sufficient advice to improve the homebrew, or stray far
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off topic in a negative way. Uncivil comments are focused on aspects of the
homebrewer or commenter rather than on the discussion at hand: the
homebrew and the feedback to the homebrew.
This is your sole warning for Rule 1 violations.
If you have any questions, feel free to get in touch with us by contacting us
through mod mail. Messages to individual moderators may not be received or
replied to.
Best of luck and happy homebrewing!
permalink embed save give award
[–] Imaginary-Play-5312 1 point 12 days ago

Weaponized communism
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Dread_Toestealer 1 point 12 days ago

Hell yeah. I don't have much to say because this looks awesome, but I did want to ask
what you thought of Incite the Mob being a reaction on initiative being rolled, and
maybe granting a bonus to initiative instead of health. I think that's the only thing I'd
change if I brought it to the game table. Dope brew.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] ABaadPun 1 point 10 days ago

how can the spectre of communism haunt a pre industrialized society? Surely this is a
subclass exclusive to eberron.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 10 days ago

I made this subclass for my own scenario, and then I decided to publish. But the
point is that this is an unofficial sub, you can use it in eberron or your own setting,
it doesn't exist under the presumption of working in Forgotten Realms or
something like that, and you can still adapt it without any problems.
Perhaps in your medieval fantasy setting there is a fief where a Dragon makes the
inhabitants work in dire conditions to manufacture valuable items for its sheer
pleasure, for example. This subclass is just an idea base with a set of mechanics,
the final flavor is up to whoever uses it.
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[–] ABaadPun 2 points 9 days ago
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Cool, thanks
permalink embed save parent report give award reply
[–] Gray32339 -2 points 11 days ago

Cringe lmao
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] redtimmy 0 points 12 days ago

This is great. It has me imagining a 5e writeup for Compensated Anarchist and one for
Former Child Actor, from Dungeon Crawler Carl.
permalink embed save report give award reply
[–] Tiagobgos

[S] 2 points 12 days ago

I am currently developing the College of Anarchy for Bards.
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